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ABSTRACT: The mechanism of the Brust−Schiffrin gold nanoparticle
synthesis has been investigated through the use of ion transfer voltammetry
at the water/1,2-dichloroethane (DCE) solution interface, combined with X-
ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) of the reaction between [AuCl4]

− and
thiol (RSH) in homogeneous toluene (TL) solution. Ion transfer calculations
indicate the formation of [AuCl2]

− at RSH/Au ratios from 0.2−2 with a
time-dependent variation observed over several days. At RSH/Au ratios
above 2 and after time periods greater than 24 h, the formation of Au(I)SR is
also observed. The relative concentrations of reaction products observed at
the liquid/liquid interface are in excellent agreement with those observed by
XAFS for the corresponding reaction in a single homogeneous phase. BH4

−

ion transfer reactions between water and DCE indicate that the reduction of
[AuCl4]

− or [AuCl2]
− to Au nanoparticles by BH4

− proceeds in the bulk
organic phase. On the other hand, BH4

− was unable to reduce the insoluble
[Au(I)SR]n species to Au nanoparticles. The number and size of the nanoparticles formed was dependent on the concentration
ratio of RSH/Au, as well as the experimental duration because of the competing formation of the [Au(I)SR]n precipitate. Higher
concentrations of nanoparticles, with diameters of 1.0−1.5 nm, were formed at RSH/Au ratios from 1 to 2.

■ INTRODUCTION

The Brust−Schiffrin method is the earliest reported phase
transfer approach to prepare thiol-stabilized metal nano-
particles.1 In this two-step approach, the gold ions from an
aqueous solution are first extracted to a hydrocarbon (e.g.
toluene, TL) phase using tetraoctylammonium bromide,
TOA+Br−, as the phase transfer reagent. The phase transfer
of negatively charged gold ions (e.g. tetrachloroaurate ion,
[AuCl4]

−) to the aqueous phase proceeds by exchange with the
more hydrophilic Br− ions in the organic phase, which are
present as the counterions of TOA+. Following [AuX4]

−

transfer (X = halide) to the organic phase, the aqueous
solution is discarded. Subsequent reduction reactions in the
organic solution, using a second aqueous solution of NaBH4 in
the presence of an alkanethiol added as a capping agent, yield
Au nanoparticles of ∼2.5 nm diameter. Although the Brust−
Schiffrin method is extensively used and has been studied
widely,2−8 the synthesis process and associated mechanistic
features have only recently been investigated in detail. One of
the specific questions has been the identification of the

precursor species present in solution prior to reduction with
NaBH4. In early studies of the Brust−Schiffrin process, when
the precursor question was addressed, researchers generally
assumed the formation of Au(I) thiolate polymers9,10 in both
the one- and two-phase reactions, with evidence that the thiol
species also functioned as reducing agents, forming Au(I) from
Au(III).3 Recently, a revised view of Brust−Schiffrin nano-
particle syntheses has been pioneered by Goulet and Lennox,11

which indicates that the thiol (RSH) behaves solely as a
reductant for [AuX4]

− before the addition of NaBH4, with no
Au−thiol bonding observed. Au(I) reduced from Au(III) by 1-
dodecanethiol was shown to be precursors of one-phase
reactions conducted in organic solvents (usually TL) as in eq 1:

+

⇌ + +

+ −

+ −

TOA [AuX ] 2RSH

TOA [AuX ] RSSR 2HX
4

2 (1)
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The product was identified based on 1H NMR spectroscopy,
and the mechanism was shown to proceed as above, with a
further increase in the RSH/Au ratio above the stoichiometric
ratio of eq 1 claimed to lead to the accumulation of free thiol in
water-free organic solvents. A density functional theory
calculation supported eq 1,12 and a number of experimental
studies have appeared using NMR in addition to other
characterization, for example Raman spectroscopy and surface
plasmon resonance, which have generally supported the
veracity of eq 1.11,13−16

Specifically Li et al.13,16 have clarified that the [AuX2]
−

precursor in a Brust−Schiffrin two-phase synthesis is either
the TOA+[AuX2]

− complex when RSH/[AuX4]
− < 2, or a

mixture of the TOA+[AuX2]
− complex and polymeric [Au(I)-

SR]n species when RSH/[AuX4]
− > 2 in a two-phase system

with water present. Saturation of the organic phase with water
was claimed to lead to inverse micelles in the organic solvent,
which were invoked to explain the size specificity of the Brust−
Schiffrin process.16 However, the existence of inverse micelles
was repudiated by Perala and co-workers17 who also developed
a kinetic model based on continuous nucleation to explain the
variation in particle size.15 More recent NMR observations have
indicated that the intermediate is reliant on the absolute
concentration of the reactants as well as their ratio. Initial NMR
observations agreed with those of Goulet and Lennox.
However, on increasing the concentrations of the reactants,
soluble intermediate species TOA+[Au(SR)X]− and TOA+[Au-
(SR)2]

− were also proposed,18 the hypothesis being that the
overall polarity of the solution and the pH is increased,
reducing the suppression of halide liberation in the organic
solvent. These soluble gold thiolate species were found to
precipitate after a number of days. By performance of the
reduction with thiols of different structure, it has been verified
that the first two additions of thiol, required for the
stoichiometric reaction, are only involved in the reduction
and additional thiol may then form a bonding interaction with
Au(I).19 The formation of the polymeric [Au(I)SR]n species
depends on the reaction conditions (i.e., whether there is an
aqueous layer present or not): the overall deposition process
has proven to be more involved than originally believed;
specifically the distribution of the reactant ions and the electron
transfer between water and the organic solution will depend on
the interfacial potential and electroneutrality of both phases.
This means that from an electrochemical point of view, we can
write the Brust−Schiffrin mechanism as summarized in Figure
1: transfer of [AuX4]

− from the aqueous phase to the organic
and halide ion transfer from the organic to water (process i). In
some studies, Br− is introduced as the counterion to TOA+, and
there may be some substitution with the chlorine in [AuCl4]

−.
This may be avoided by ether using TOABr and [AuBr4]

− or
TOACl and [AuCl4]

−.11 The reduction of [AuX4]
− either to

[AuX2]
− as in eq 1 or polymeric [Au(I)SR]n complex by

addition of RSH are shown as process ii and iii, respectively.
The formation of polymeric [Au(I)SR]n is concomitant with
the distribution of H+ and X− from the organic to aqueous
phase. Following the formation of Au(I), NaBH4 is added to
reduce the Au(I) intermediate(s) to metallic gold. This occurs
either as a heterogeneous redox reaction between organic phase
[AuX4]

−, [AuX2]
−, or polymeric [Au(I)SR]n complexes and

aqueous phase NaBH4 or as a homogeneous redox reaction in
the organic phase between those ionic gold species and BH4

−,
which has transferred from the aqueous to the organic phase
(process iv). To maintain the electroneutrality of both phases,

Cl− formed from Au chloro-complexes should transfer from the
organic to aqueous phase as a common ion. Electrochemically
controlled ion and electron transfer reactions have been used to
probe metal deposition at the liquid−liquid interface.20−28 Ion
or electron transfer at the interface is observed at a potential
that is dependent on the Gibbs energy of transfer of the ions or
differences of redox potential between reductant and oxidant
sequestered in either phase.29 By measuring the redox potential
of Au and appropriate reductants, as well as the Gibbs energy of
ion transfer, effective metal deposition systems have been
proposed.30,31 For the specific case of Au distribution across the
liquid−liquid interface, electrochemical ion transfer of
[AuCl4]

−24,26,32,33 and [AuCl2]
−33 has been reported.

Key to a detailed understanding of the Brust−Schiffrin
process is the ability to prove the oxidation state and
coordination of the Au in the organic and aqueous phases. X-
ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) is an ideal approach to
obtain such information: numerous XAFS studies of the
coordination structure of Au complexes have been carried
out,34−39 including the identification of valency in the reaction
of Au and 1-dodecanethiol from the X-ray absorption near-edge
structure (XANES) and the characterization of Au−Cl and
Au−S bonds through the analysis of the extended X-ray
absorption fine structure, EXAFS.40−43

In the present study, the Brust−Schiffrin nanoparticle
preparation method is investigated by voltammetry for charge
transfer at the interface between two immiscible electrolyte
solutions (ITIES), XANES, and transmission electron micros-
copy (TEM). As metal precursors, [AuCl4]

− and [AuCl2]
− salts

were used in the presence of RSH in 1,2-dichloroethane (DCE)
and toluene (TL). To avoid the formation of mixed halide gold
complexes, tetraoctylammonium chloride (TOA+Cl−) was used
instead of TOA+Br−. We analyzed the processes proposed in
Figure 1 by changing the holding time before the measurement
and the concentration ratio of RSH/Au. Based on the ion
transfer reaction obtained in the measurement, the effect of the

Figure 1. Brust−Schiffrin nanoparticle deposition processes: (i) ion
exchange process, (ii, iii) reaction process between Au chloride ions
and RSH, and (iv) reduction of Au chloride ions by BH4

−.
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holding time and the RSH/Au concentration ratio on the
nanoparticle formation by the reductant borohydride was also
discussed, and important mechanistic insights were obtained.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Ion Exchange Reaction of [AuCl4]

− from Water and
the Cl− of TOA+Cl− from DCE. TOA+[AuCl4]

− in DCE has
been prepared by a shake flask method using TOA+Cl− in DCE
and H+[AuCl4]

− in aqueous solution as in the Brust−Schiffrin
method.1 In order to understand process I (Figure 1), we
measured the ion transfer of [AuCl4]

− from water to organic
DCE at the micro-interface as shown in the voltammetric
response (a) of Figure 2. For the case of the anions shown here,

increasing potentials of transfer indicate increasing lipophilicity.
The diffusion current was proportional to the concentration of
[AuCl4]

− from 0.1 to 1 mM, indicating that the current was
controlled by the diffusion of [AuCl4]

− in water. The half-wave
potential for the transfer as shown in eq 2 was calculated to be
0.115 V.

⇌− −[AuCl ] [AuCl ]4 (O) 4 (W) (2)

An acidified aqueous phase (10 mM HCl) was used to avoid
the partial hydrolysis of [AuCl4]

−, which occurs in aqueous
solutions at high pH.44 The presence of [Au(OH)Cl3]

− and
[Au(OH)2Cl2]

− would affect the reduction by RSH and
subsequent particle formation because of the different
reduction potentials of the hydrolyzed complexes, which are
relatively more hydrophilic. The transfer of [AuCl4]

− (dissolved
in DCE as TOA+[AuCl4]

−) from DCE to water was observed
as a positive current as shown in curves b of Figure 2. The
transfer potential was identical to the transfer of [AuCl4]

−

(dissolved as HAuCl4) from water to DCE. Because these two
species were indistinguishable, all subsequent experimental
work utilized TOA+[AuCl4]

−, which is soluble in the organic
phase, instead of repeating the phase transfer process.
When TOA+Cl− (the phase transfer catalyst in the Brust−

Schiffrin reaction) was dissolved in DCE, the transfer of Cl−

from DCE to water was observed at the negative end of the

potential window (transfer potential of −0.32 V) as shown in
curve d in Figure 2 (eq 3):

⇌− −Cl Cl(O) (W) (3)

In the preparation of TOA+[AuCl4]
−, the aforementioned

ion exchange between Cl− in organic and [AuCl4]
− in water

(process i) proceeds spontaneously based on the Gibbs
energies for the transfer of Cl−45,46 and [AuCl4]

−33 and their
concentrations. Here, the phase boundary potential,47 which is
defined by the transfer of Cl− present in excess as TOA+Cl− in
the organic solution and [AuCl4]

− in water before equilibrium
has been reached, determines the distribution of ionic species
between water and the organic phase. The phase boundary
potential is shifted to a negative potential due to the presence
of organic phase TOA+ and concentration of Cl− in the two
phases at equilibrium. This phase boundary potential prevents
the loss of Au-containing ionic species into the aqueous phase
because it is below that required for Au ion transfer. In the case
of the TOA+Br−, which has also been used as a catalyst to
transfer gold into the organic phase in the Brust−Schiffrin
method, ion exchange proceeds as in process i though Br− is
rather hydrophobic.45,46 By contrast, TOA+ and H+ do not
transfer between water and DCE because of their respective
hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity,45 although a specific
interaction between TOA+ and [AuCl4]

− has recently been
proposed.48

Chemical and Electrochemical Reaction between
[AuCl4]

− and RSH: Time Dependence. The second step in
the Brust−Schiffrin synthesis, the reaction between
TOA+[AuCl4]

− and RSH in DCE before the addition of
BH4

−, was studied using a macroscopic ITIES. Insoluble
thiolate has been shown to form at the water−organic interface
when the aqueous phase is retained during the thiol addition.13

However, the extent of insoluble thiolate formation has not
been quantified. Cyclic voltammograms were measured for the
transfer of [AuCl4]

− between water and DCE containing 0.2
mM TOA+[AuCl4]

− in the absence of RSH as shown in Figure
3A. Immediately after addition of 0.1 mM RSH (20 μL of 10
mM RSH) into 2 mL of DCE, the cyclic voltammogram was
measured. The transfer current indicative of the concentration
of [AuCl4]

− began to decrease after the RSH addition. Three
hours later, a new pair of voltammetric peaks were observed at
0.002 and −0.065 V. The transfer potential in Figure 3A with a
new peak at −0.005 V was identified as the transfer of
[AuCl2]

−33 as per eq 4. For comparison, the transfer of
[AuCl2]

− in the absence of thiol is included as a dotted line in
Figure 3A.

⇌− −[AuCl ] [AuCl ]2 (O) 2 (W) (4)

The [AuCl2]
− peak current increased with time indicating

the buildup of [AuCl2]
− until a near constant current was

reached after 17 h. The decrease of the [AuCl4]
− peak mirrors

the increase in the [AuCl2]
− peak indicating that [AuCl4]

− is
being directly converted into [AuCl2]

−. [AuCl2]
− was formed

by the oxidation of RSH to RSSR disulfide in the DCE phase,
consistent with the process described in eq 511 and process ii in
Figure 1:

+

⇌ + +

+ −

+ −

TOA [AuCl ] 2RSH

TOA [AuCl ] RSSR 2HCl

4 (O) (O)

2 (O) (O) (W) (5)

Figure 2. Voltammograms for the transfer of [AuCl4]
−, [AuCl2]

−, and
Cl− between water and DCE. Curves a, 0.1 and 0.2 mM H+[AuCl4]

−

in water; curves b, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, and 1 mM TOA+[AuCl4]
− in DCE;

curves c, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, and 1 mM TOA+[AuCl2]
− in DCE; curves d, 0.1,

0.2, 0.5, and 1 mM TOA+Cl− in DCE. The potential scanning rate was
5 mV s−1.
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Here, the HCl byproduct transfers from DCE to water; the
dissociation constant of the acid in the organic phase can
explain the lack of observed ion transfer current. We note that
Duong et al. have also studied this process using octanethiol as
the reducing agent.48 They saw only a small change in the
[AuCl4]

− transfer current, although the thiol was added to the
aqueous phase and the time-scale of the reaction with thiol was
not clear.
When the concentration of RSH is higher than that of

[AuCl4]
−, that is, 0.4 mM RSH and 0.2 mM [AuCl4]

−, the time
dependent [AuCl4]

− voltammetry evolved distinctly from the
case of lower RSH concentration described above (0.1 mM
RSH). Voltammograms were measured from 0 to 33 h after
RSH addition to DCE as shown in Figure 3B. Though the
transfer current of [AuCl4]

− decreased over a period from 0.5
to 6 h, the transfer current of the [AuCl2]

− reduction product,
indicated above, was not observed here. Unlike Figure 3A
where a symmetrical voltammogram resulted from the
interconversion of species, the transfer current due to
[AuCl2]

− following eq 5 was only seen after 6 h. These results
show that about 50% of the total concentration of Au did not
form [AuCl2]

−, but another product resulted, which was not
observed in the voltammogram at the macro-interface. The
concentration dependence observed above is investigated in the
next section to confirm the identity of the new species and
quantify the role of RSH.
Chemical and Electrochemical Reaction between

[AuCl4]
− and RSH: Concentration Dependence of RSH.

The voltammogram was recorded at the micro-interface
between water, containing 10 mM HCl as supporting

electrolyte, and the DCE containing various concentration
ratios of Au and RSH (ratio of RSH/[AuCl4]

− r = 0, 0.4, 1, 2, 3,
4, and 8). The voltammograms were measured over a period of
5 days (Figure 4A−D). Here, the initial [AuCl4]− concentration

was 0.5 mM. The measurements were performed at different
time periods: right after the preparation of the solutions and
after 1, 2, and 5 days.
As observed previously,13 a white precipitate rapidly

accumulated at the interface between water and DCE when r
≥ 2. The presence of the precipitate blocks the interface,
reducing the ion transfer currents.49 To avoid this phenomen-
on, the pellucid DCE phase of each sample was separated from
the precipitate and contacted with a fresh aqueous solution for
further voltammetry. This is not a major concern during the
duration of the experiment because the small interfacial contact
area means that the system is effectively a single-phase reaction.
As shown in Figure 4, three positive currents were observed;
the first positive current occurs at −0.18 V, the second current
at −0.01 V is assigned to the [AuCl2]

− transfer, and the third

Figure 3. Time dependence on the reaction of [AuCl4]
− with RSH.

Voltammogram at the macro-interface between 10 mM HCl in water
and 0.2 mM TOA+[AuCl4]

− with added (A) 0.1 mM RSH + 10 mM
TOA+TFPB− and (B) 0.4 mM RSH + 10 mM TOA+TFPB−. Dotted
line in panel A shows the transfer of [AuCl2]

− in the absence of thiol
as a standard. The potential scan rate was 10 mV s−1.

Figure 4. Effect of reaction time and RSH concentration on the
reaction of [AuCl4]

− with RSH. (left) Voltammograms at the micro-
interface between 10 mM HCl in water and DCE solutions containing
0.5 mM TOA+[AuCl4]

−, 0, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, or 4 mM RSH
(corresponding to r = 0, 0.4, 1, 2, 3, 4, or 8), and 1 mM TOA+TFPB−.
Voltammograms were measured directly after preparation and 1, 2,
and 5 days later (A, B, C, and D). The scan rate was 5 mV s−1. (right)
The concentrations of [AuCl4]

−, [AuCl2]
−, and Au(I)SR were

determined from the diffusion current of each species.
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current at 0.11 V is assigned to the [AuCl4]
− transfer. The

−0.18 V transfer, which was not clearly observed at the macro-
interface (Figure 3), corresponds to the transfer of a more
hydrophilic anion from DCE to water or alternatively a
hydrophobic cation from water to DCE. It is suggested that the
current corresponds to the transfer of Cl− dissociated from
[AuCl2]

− during the formation of [Au(I)SR]n in DCE as in
process iii in Figure 1. This is because the ion transfer potential
occurs at a similar potential to those observed in curve d of
Figure 2, which correspond to the transfer of Cl− from
TOA+Cl−. The proposed chemical reaction between
TOA+[AuCl2]

− and RSH is given in eq 6:

+

⇌ + +

+ −

+ −

TOA [AuCl ] RSH

Au(I)SR TOA Cl HCl

2 (O) (O)

(O) (O) (W) (6)

Here, transfer of Cl− formed from TOA+Cl− in DCE was
observed in the voltammogram as curve d in Figure 2. In the
reduction of [AuCl4]

− to [AuCl2]
−, the Cl− from [AuCl4]

− is
generated in conjunction with H+ as two RSH form RSSR and
two H+ (eq 1)11 facilitating the formation of HCl as a
hydrophilic neutral species (Figure 1, process ii). As a result,
the concentration of Cl− transferred is identical to the
concentration of Au(I)SR formed in DCE. Here, soluble
Au(I)SR may form the polymeric species, [Au(I)SR]n, which is
visible as a white precipitate. Though it has been reported that
the solubility of Au(I)SR is very low,11 Cl− transfer was also
observed in the absence of a visible white precipitate
[Au(I)SR]n. Because TOA+Cl− remains soluble during the
reaction, an accurate concentration of Au(I)SR may be
measured indirectly from the Cl− concentration after the
removal of the white precipitate. The concentration ratios of
[AuCl4]

−, [AuCl2]
−, and Cl− calculated from the limiting

currents were plotted as a function of r and time in Figure 4
(right). Here, the current corresponding to [AuCl2]

− transfer
was calculated by the subtraction from the current correspond-
ing to [AuCl4]

− as shown in Figure S1. On the basis of the
measurements at the micro-interface, it can be seen that the
concentration ratio of [AuCl4]

−, [AuCl2]
−, and Cl− (indirectly,

Au(I)SR) were dependent on time as well as thiol to gold ratio.
The concentration of [AuCl2]

− slowly increased depending on
the duration of the contact time for 0.4 ≤ r ≤ 3. We note that
the [AuCl2]

− concentration was highest at r = 2; beyond this
ratio the [AuCl2]

− concentration falls. The [AuCl2]
−

concentration was less than 10% of the total gold immediately
after the sample preparation, independent of r, while Cl−

transfer (related to Au(I)SR) was observed to be more than
70% at r = 8 (Figure 4). The concentration of Au(I)SR formed
in DCE increased with the amount of thiol added. It should be
noted that approximately 20% of the Au was present as
Au(I)SR when r = 2, whereas previously it has been reported
that Au(I)SR was not formed alongside [AuCl2]

− at r = 2, when
the aqueous phase was removed.11 These results obtained on
the time dependence of the reaction indicate that Au(I)SR
could form directly from [AuCl4]

− at r > 2 because Au(I)SR
formation was quicker than [AuCl2]

− formation as in eq 7, as
opposed to the two-step reaction in eqs 5 and 6 and Figure 1,
process i and ii.

+

⇌ + + +

+ −

+ −

TOA [AuCl ] 3RSH

Au(I)SR RSSR TOA Cl 3HCl

4 (O) (O)

(O) (O) (O) (W)

(7)

This process was also supported by the results obtained at
the macro-interface (Figure 3B) where a delay is noted between
the onset of [AuCl4]

− reduction and [AuCl2]
− evolution. As

stated previously, the Cl− transfer indicative of Au(I)SR
formation could not be detected in the macro-interfacial set up.
XAFS measurements were taken of a solution containing 5

mM TOA+[AuCl4]
− and various equivalents of RSH in TL. At

a low thiol concentration (r = 0.5), the solution was examined
over a number of hours. It was found that there was a clear time
dependence to the reaction over a time scale longer than that
typically utilized in the Brust−Schiffrin synthesis, Figure 5A. To

enhance the reaction, samples were scanned with stirring at
times >10 h after mixing. Figure 5B shows the XAFS results at r
= 0.5, 1, 2, and 5 and the linear combination fitting to pure
standard spectra for TOA+[AuCl4]

−, TBA+[AuCl2]
−, and

[Au(I)SR]n. These standards are also plotted for comparison.
A solution of TOA+[AuCl4]

− was used for Au(III), [AuCl2]
−

was extracted from a solution of TBA+[AuCl2]
− as detailed

previously,39 and a solid spectrum of dried [Au(I)SR]n
precipitate was used to examine the possible presence of gold
thiolate. Principal component analysis was performed on the
data set indicating that there were three different gold species
present in the system (Figure S3 and S4). The results on
increasing thiol concentration clearly demonstrate an increase
in the extent of reduction. As can be seen in Figure 5C,
[Au(I)SR]n is present as a component of the best fit at all thiol
concentrations suggesting its formation as a minor component
even below the stoichiometric ratio required for complete
reduction. The initial increase in [AuCl2]

− content, which then
decreases, suggests that the thiol may replace Cl as a ligand for
Au(I). Figure 5C shows a similar ratio of products to those
determined electrochemically in Figure 4D, the samples
measured at the micro-interface after 5days.

Chemical Reaction between [AuCl2]
− and RSH. The

behavior of [AuCl2]
− and RSH was also studied to see whether

any further reactions occur following the formation of [AuCl2]
−

Figure 5. (A) Time dependence of the reaction at RSH/Au ratio r =
0.5 showing the variation in spectra on increased reaction time. (B)
Linear combination fitting (LCF) of the XANES data collected for the
addition of thiol to AuCl4 in toluene: solid line, experimental data;
dotted line, fit to standards. Normalized data sets and LCF fit for r =
0.5, 1, 2, and 5. The standard spectra used for the fitting were
TOA+[AuCl4]

−, TBA+[AuCl2]
−, and [Au(I)SR]n. (C) Concentrations

of [AuCl4]
−, [AuCl2]

−, and Au(I)SR were derived from the LCF.
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by RSH. The same experimental procedure as the previous
section of [AuCl4]

− experiments was used; however, this time
TOA+[AuCl2]

− was used instead of TOA+[AuCl4]
− as a source

of Au(I). An initial concentration of 0.5 mM TOA+[AuCl2]
−

was dissolved in DCE alongside 1-dodecanethiol where r = 0,
0.2, 0.4, 1, 2, and 4. The voltammograms obtained are shown in
Figure 6. The [AuCl2]

− transfer current decreased with

increasing RSH concentration. Also, the transfer of Cl−

corresponding to the formation of Au(I)SR was observed. At
RSH = 1 mM, it was found that about 90% of the [AuCl2]

−

species had reacted to form Au(I)SR, indicating that [AuCl2]
−

reacted stoichiometrically with RSH to form Au(I)SR verifying
the reaction given in eq 6. On the other hand, when the
[AuCl2]

− concentration was higher than RSH, that is, [RSH] =
0.1 and 0.2 mM, [AuCl4]

− was formed as 10% of the total Au
concentration through the disproportionation of Au+, which
was an intermediate species between [AuCl2]

− and Au(I)SR
and very unstable.
Deposition Mechanism on the Reduction of Au

Chloride Ions by BH4
−. The mechanism for the formation

of gold nanoparticles in the presence of BH4
− was investigated

to examine the reaction process as shown in Figure 1, process
iv. Reaction iv involves reduction within the DCE bulk phase
following BH4

− transfer from water to DCE. However,
alternative processes involving heterogeneous redox reactions
are possible whereby [AuCl4]

−, [AuCl2]
−, or Au(I)SR present

in the organic phase are reduced at the interface by aqueous
phase BH4

−. In order to distinguish between ion and electron
transfer reactions, as well as to avoid ion transfers that are not
involved in the redox reaction between Au ions and BH4

−,
voltammetric measurements were performed in a bipolar cell.
In this cell, the aqueous and organic phases were not in direct
contact but were connected by a solid electrode.50 Therefore,
electron transfer may be examined in the absence of any ion
transfer reactions. Here, glassy carbon and platinum wire
electrodes were used in water and DCE, respectively, to
connect the two phases. However, no current corresponding to
the electron transfer between water and DCE was observed. We
therefore suggest that the ion transfer of BH4

− from water to
DCE must occur prior to homogeneous reduction of Au
chloride ions within the DCE phase, Figure 1, process iv.
Voltammograms were also recorded directly at the interface

between water containing BH4
− and DCE in the absence of Au

chloride ions and RSH. An ion transfer current was observed at
−0.3 V; the current was seen to increase with the concentration
of BH4

− as shown in Figure 7 and described in eq 8:

⇌− −BH BH4 (W) 4 (O) (8)

The half wave potential for the transfer of BH4
− was

calculated to be −0.36 V. Here, 1 mM LiOH was employed as a
supporting electrolyte in order to avoid the decomposition of
BH4

−. This result suggests that the BH4
− reaction with Au ions

is not an interfacial one but occurs in the organic phase after
the transfer from water to the organic phase (process iv).
Although the BH4

− ion transfer occurs at quite a negative
potential because of its hydrophilicity, in the standard chemical
Brust−Schiffrin process, the phase transfer may also be driven
by Cl− transfer from TOA+Cl−, which is added in a large excess
to enable the initial transfer of [AuCl4]

− from the aqueous
phase to the organic.15 The transfer of BH4

− from water to
DCE overlaps with that of Cl− (dotted line in Figure 7)
resulting in the phase transfer reaction of BH4

− and Cl−. The
phase boundary potential is negative of the Au ion transfer
potential as defined by the presence of very hydrophilic ions
(Cl−) preventing the transfer of Au-containing ionic species
into the aqueous phase.Therefore, the Au ion reduction occurs
in the organic phase following BH4

− transfer from water as in
eq 9:

+

⇌ + + +

+ − −

+ − −

TOA [AuCl ] BH

Au TOA Cl HCl B(OH)

2 (O) 4 (O)

(O) (O) (W) 4 (W)

(9)

[AuCl4]
− may also be reduced by BH4

− without the initial
reduction by RSH.16 The decomposition products of BH4

−, for
example, to B(OH)4

−, have not been confirmed, therefore we
have not conserved the electroneutrality of eq 9.

Effect of Time and Concentration Ratio on NP
Formation. In order to confirm the reactivity of [AuCl4]

−,
[AuCl2]

−, and Au(I)SR with NaBH4, 1 mM NaBH4 was added
to gold thiol mixtures at a number of RSH/Au ratios, either
right after sample preparation (series A) or 5 days after mixing
(series B). Following the immediate addition (series A), when
RSH was absent, metallic gold was formed instantly in both the

Figure 6. RSH concentration dependence on the reaction of [AuCl2]
−

with RSH. Voltammograms at the micro-interface between 10 mM
HCl in water and 0.5 mM TOA+[AuCl2]

− with 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, and 2
mM RSH and 1 mM TOA+TFPB−. Voltammograms were measured 1
day after mixing. The scan rate was 5 mV s−1.

Figure 7. Voltammograms for the transfer of BH4
− between water and

DCE. Solid lines are 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6 mM NaBH4 and 1 mM
LiOH in water. The dotted line shows the voltammogram for the
transfer of Cl− (1 mM TOA+Cl− in DCE, curve c in Figure 2). The
scan rate was 5 mV s−1.
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water and DCE phases. At 0.2 mM RSH (r = 0.4), the solution
turned a pink color, whereas a brown solution developed when
0.5−4 mM RSH (r = 1−8) was added to the sample, which
relates to the size of the particles formed. A clear absorption
peak was not always observed in UV−vis absorption spectros-
copy (Figure S2A) TEM measurements were also performed to
determine the dependence of particle size on reaction
conditions as shown in series A and B of Figure 8. The
average particle diameter was 1.8 nm at r = 0.4, and the size
slightly decreased from 1.5 to 1.0 nm for r ≥ 1, which agrees
with the variation seen in the literature in toluene systems as
compiled by Perala and Kumar.15 The concentration of
nanoparticles formed from solutions that were allowed to
stand for 5 days was higher than that for solutions reduced
initially at r = 1−3 based on the change in absorbance of the
UV−vis spectra (Figure S2A,B). Although the spectroscopic
data indicated that particle sizes were slightly larger than those
obtained from the fresh samples, the electron microscopy
suggested that the size distributions of the two sets of particles
were similar. On the other hand, at a higher thiol concentration
(r = 4 and 8) the number of particles fell progressively in the
aged sample (Figure S2B), in marked contrast to the fresh
samples at r = 4 and 8. On aging of the reaction mixture, an
increase in particle size was seen from 1.8 to 2.5 nm at r = 0.4.
This is because RSH was consumed for the reduction of
[AuCl4]

− as in eq 5. The RSH concentration at r = 0.4 in 5 days
was calculated to be negligibly small (<0.05 mM) based on the
[AuCl2]

− concentration in Figure 4D. Particle size was critically
dependent on the RSH concentration at r = 0.4. There was less
variation in particle size, between 1.0 and 1.5 nm, at r = 1 or r =
2. Whereas formation of [AuCl2]

− by RSH seems to produce a
higher nanoparticle concentration, a strong dependence of
particle size on the relative concentrations of [AuCl4]

− and
[AuCl2]

− was not observed in this study. Here, the RSH
concentrations remaining after 5 days were calculated to be 0.2
and 0.3 mM at r = 1 and r = 2, respectively, based on the
concentrations of [AuCl2]

− and Au(I)SR. As a result, particle
sizes from 1.0 to 1.5 nm were obtained independently of the
time allowed for sample preparation. Above r = 2, there is little
nanoparticle formation in the aged sample, suggesting that the
insoluble, polymeric [Au(I)SR]n species is not readily reduced
by sodium borohydride.18 Time dependent size evolution has
previously been observed following NaBH4 addition,

51 but this
is the first demonstration that the product size depends on the
[AuCl4]

− and RSH mixing time.

■ CONCLUSIONS
The mechanistic details of the Brust−Schiffrin nanoparticle
synthesis were investigated by voltammetry, XAFS, and TEM.
Ion transfers related to the formation mechanism such as
[AuCl4]

−, [AuCl2]
−, Cl− (Au(I)SR), and BH4

− were measured
at a water/DCE interface. TOA+[AuCl4]

− was prepared by ion
exchange reaction between [AuCl4]

− in water and Cl− in DCE
(Figure 1, process i). [AuCl2]

− was formed from the reduction
of [AuCl4]

− by RSH (Figure 1, process ii). When the thiol
concentration exceeded that required for the stoichiometric
reaction, TOA+Cl−, HCl, and a white precipitate were also
formed (Figure 1, process iii). It was found that [AuCl2]

− was
formed under the concentration ratio of RSH/Au 0.2 ≤ r ≤ 2,
and the increase in concentration was time-dependent over a
period of 5 days. On the other hand, [AuCl2]

− concentration
decreased at r > 2 after 24 h because of Au(I)SR formation.
The concentration ratios of [AuCl4]

−, [AuCl2]
−, and Au(I)SR

based on ion transfer currents at the ITIES were consistent
with those based on XANES analysis of the corresponding
homogeneous reaction. In the presence of the borohydride ion,
BH4

−, in water, the redox reaction between [AuCl4]
− or

Figure 8. TEM images and size distribution after the reduction by
BH4

−. Series A are samples prepared by BH4
− addition right after

mixing of [AuCl4]
− and RSH (r = 0.4−8). Series B are samples

prepared by BH4
− addition 5 days after mixing of [AuCl4]

− and RSH
(r = 0.4−2). Particle size distributions are included next to each image.
The bottom right figure shows the relationship between average
particle diameter and concentration ratio of RSH/Au concentration
ratio.
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[AuCl2]
− and BH4

− proceeds in DCE, following BH4
− transfer

from the aqueous phase. Cl−, formed by the dissociation of
[AuCl2]

−, transferred from DCE to water to maintain
electroneutrality between the two phases (Figure 1, process
iv). The insoluble form of the [Au(I)SR]n species was not
reduced by BH4

− to form nanoparticles. As can be seen from
the electrochemical observations, despite the use of a liquid/
liquid system in the Brust−Schiffrin synthesis, all of the
reduction reactions occur within the organic phase with the
aqueous phase only acting as a source for [AuCl4]

− and BH4
−.

The volume and size of nanoparticles formed depended on the
thiol to gold ratio as well as the mixing duration because of the
[Au(I)SR]n formation. Higher concentrations of nanoparticles
of 1.0−1.5 nm diameter were formed for 1 ≤ r ≤ 2.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Chemicals. Hydrogen tetrachloroaurate, HAuCl4 3H2O (Alfa,

≥99.999%), was used as the source of Au(III); tetrabutylammonium
dichloroaurate, TBA+[AuCl2]

− (Tokyo Kasei, ≥ 99.99%) was used as
the Au(I) source. HCl was used as a supporting electrolyte (WAKO
Co. Ltd.) to avoid the hydrolysis of the Au−chloro complex.44 1,2-
Dichloroethane, DCE (≥99%, Aldrich), and toluene, TL (≥99.8%,
Aldrich), were used as the organic solvents: these were shaken twice
with deionized water because it has been reported that large quantities
of water could accelerate the formation of white precipitate, which was
believed to be the oligomeric Au(I) thiolate species.11 However, the
organic solutions used for electrochemistry were saturated with water
because gold nanoparticles have previously been prepared using two
phases in the Brust−Schiffrin method1 and the stirring required would
lead to the saturation of the organic phase with water. 1-Dodecanethiol
(RSH, ≥ 98%, Sigma-Aldrich) was used as the initial reductant.
Tetraoctylammonium chloride, TOA+Cl− (97% Sigma-Aldrich), was
used to generate gold salts that are stable in the organic phase. The
TOA+ salt of [AuCl4]

− was obtained as a precipitate through mixing of
methanol solutions of TOA+Cl− and HAuCl4 and was purified by
recrystallization in ethanol.11 The TOA+ salt of [AuCl2]

− in DCE was
prepared by shaking pure water with equimolar amounts of
TBA+[AuCl2]

− and TOA+Cl− in DCE. The supporting electrolyte in
DCE for potential sweep experiments was TOA+TFPB− or
BTPPA+TFPB− , where BTPPA+ and TFPB− denote bis-
(triphenylphosphoranylidene) ammonium cation and tetrakis[3,5-
bis(tr ifluoromethyl)phenyl] borate anion, respect ive ly .
BTPPA+TFPB− was obtained by metathesis of BTPPA+Cl− and
Na+TFPB−.52 Equimolar quantities of the two reactants were dissolved
separately in methanol and then mixed and stirred for ∼1 min. The
mixture was allowed to stand for 30 min before filtering under
atmospheric conditions. The dried product was then recrystallized in
ethanol.
Measurement of the Voltammogram for Charge Transfer at

the Macro- and Micro-Water/DCE Interfaces. Two electro-
chemical cells were employed; a macro-interface cell and a micro-
interface cell. Cyclic voltammetry experiments were performed using a
four electrode configuration with an IVIUM potentiostat (“Compact-
stat” model, IVIUM Technologies, The Netherlands). No iR
compensation was applied for the electrochemical measurements. In
the (conventional) macro-interface cell, homemade Ag/AgCl and
platinum gauze were used as reference (RE) and counter (CE)
electrodes, respectively. The organic CE was insulated from the
aqueous phase by coating its contact in a glass sheath. The cell used for
the electrochemical measurements at the water/DCE interface had a
cross-sectional area of about 0.64 cm2 and a volume of 3 cm3. Further
details are described elsewhere.26 The micro-interface cell uses a 16
μm thick polyester film with a microhole of 30 μm in diameter to
separate the water and DCE phases.53−55 The potential difference at
the water/DCE interface, E, was measured as a function of the
potential of a Ag/AgCl electrode in water. For the RE in DCE, the
potential is referred to that of a BTPPA+ ion selective electrode,
inserted in DCE. The generic cell composition is Ag|AgCl|10 mM LiCl

(W)|W1 (W)∥DCE1 (DCE)|10 mM BTPPA+TFPB− (DCE)|1 mM
BTPPA+Cl− + 10 mM LiCl (W)|AgCl|Ag

E is related to the Galvani potential difference, ΔDCE
W ϕ, as shown in

eq 10.

ϕ= Δ +E EDCE
W

ref (10)

where Eref is the potential of the reference electrodes employed. In the
calculation of ΔDCE

W G° (= −zFΔDCE
W ϕ°) the measured E was converted

using the extrathermodynamic assumption of Parker.56

XANES Measurements and Analyses. XAFS spectra were
acquired at the spectroscopy beamline I18 at the Diamond Light
Source (Harwell Science and Innovation Campus, UK). Data were
acquired in fluorescence-yield mode unless otherwise stated. The
intensity of the Au L3-fluorescence emission was monitored using an
Ortec multielement solid state Ge detector.57 1-Dodecanethiol was
added at RSH/Au ratios of r = 0.5, 1, 2, and 5 to solutions of
TOA+[AuCl4]

− (5 mM) in TL. The solutions were mixed and allowed
to stand for >10 h before transferring to 2 mL Eppendorf tubes for
XAFS measurements. TOA+[AuCl4]

− was prepared as a standard for
Au(III); the [AuCl2]

− standard spectrum was generated from a series
of TBA+[AuCl2]

− spectra as discussed previously.39 The [Au(I)SR]n
standard spectrum was collected at beamline B18 at the Diamond
Light Source in transmission mode.58 To produce the “white
precipitate” TOA+[AuCl4]

− (4.38 mM) was mixed in a 1:5 ratio
with RSH (21.9 mM) in TL. The sample was mixed thoroughly and
allowed to stand for 2 h. A 10-fold excess of methanol was then added
causing a white precipitate to crash out of solution. After standing for 1
h, the mixture was centrifuged, and the powder was collected. The
powder was washed with toluene and methanol and centrifuged a
second time before drying. To collect the spectrum, 10 mg of the
white precipitate was mixed with methyl cellulose and compressed into
an 8 mm pellet. Elemental analysis confirmed that there was no halide
content in the white precipitate formed. The XAFS spectra were
analyzed by using the Athena package.59 Samples were calibrated to
gold foil samples collected at the beamtime and normalized to an edge
height of 1. The normalized and calibrated spectra were then used to
perform linear combination fitting in Athena. The strong XANES
resonance visible in the spectra at the 11 918 eV region reflects an
intra-atomic electronic transition of Au 2p core electrons to
unoccupied valence states with d-characters. This produced a high
intensity “white line” for Au(III) due to the high 6s and 5d orbital
vacancies and the lower number of vacancies in Au(I) species results in
a much lower peak at the absorption edge.39 The high sensitivity to
unoccupied valence d-states of Au allows the identification of Au
oxidation state and ligands.

Nanoparticle Preparation and TEM Measurement. In order to
examine the time dependence on the synthesized nanoparticles, TEM
images of the fresh and aged sample solutions were taken.
Nanoparticles were prepared by mixing TOA+[AuCl4]

− and RSH in
DCE, then either immediately or after leaving to stand for 5 days the
DCE solutions were shaken with water containing NaBH4 and 1 mM
NaOH, to stabilize the borohydride solution. The DCE was then
separated from the water phase and stored in a glass vial. Immediately
prior to transmission electron microscopy, TEM (JEM-2100, JEOL),
the nanoparticle solution was dropped on to the TEM grid (holey
carbon films on 300 mesh copper grids, Agar Scientific) to isolate the
deposit. Particle diameters were calculated using the ImageJ
software.60
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